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Assembly
instructions

Matisse, Monet, Cezanne Cribs
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1  big side (headboard) (P)
2  ends (X)
1  dropside (Y)
1  spring (Z)
2  rails (W)

1  drawer back (Q)
1  drawer front (R)
1  drawer center partition (S)
2  drawer ends (T)
2  drawer bottoms (U)

Crib and drawer parts list Tools needed for assembly INSTRUCTION
LEAFLET
Important, keep
for future reference.
Read carefully

IMPORTANT: In order to properly assemble the crib, carry out the operations in 
the order specified. Failure to assemble the crib in the manner recommended 
could make the crib hazardous.
Carefully remove and lay out all parts. Familiarize yourself with all diagrams to 
facilitate the assembly of your crib. Check parts enclosed in hardware bag with 
the HARDWARE PARTS LIST to be sure all are included and quantities are correct.

Attractively designed as a
crib whose big side can be 
converted into a headboard 
for a double bed.
READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS
BEFORE ASSEMBLING CRIB.



Insert medium bolts E into the higher holes of the big side and 

into the lower ones. Make all these holes coincide with the 

corresponding holes of the ends; insert all the wood screws and 

tighten them using allen wrench.
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When installing tracks to head & foot boards track stamped "R" must 

be placed on right side, track stamped "L" must be placed on left side. 

Make sure the small wheel located on the track is closest to the front 

of the crib. Be very careful to the correct positioning: the track must 

ALWAYS be positioned with the small wheel towards the drawer front 

and downwards. Fix the tracks using the 4 screws G.
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Big side attachment to ends
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Spring frame assembly

Align hole in each support arm on spring Z with hole located on 

inside of spring frame rail W, secure with allenhead bolt M, using 

allenhead wrench K to tighten. Repeat procedure with the three 

remaining holes located on inside of spring frame rail, by using the 

three remaining bolts M.

TIGHTEN BOLTS M SECURELY.
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Apply the spring frame rails between the two ends. Place curved 

fastener plates D into large holes of the rails; then insert long 

allenhead bolts A with washers B into the holes of the ends. Insert 

bolts into the fastener plates and tighten them by allen wrench.
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Positioning height of mattress.

You may choose the mattress height. 

There are three spring Z positions to 

select from:

- UPPER POSITION

- MIDDLE POSITION

- DOWN OR LOW POSITION.

WHEN PLACED IN THE DOWN OR LOWEST 

POSITION BE SURE SUPPORT ARMS ARE 

FULLY LOWERED SO AS NOT TO PUNCTURE 

MATTRESS.

FOR UPPER POSITION OR MIDDLE POSITION: 

select position, align the large hole in the 

other end of support arm (located on 

spring Z, with position hole located on 

spring Z. Place a slotted screw J into hole 

on outside of spring Z, through hole in 

support arm and secure with a wing nut 

H. Repeat procedure with the remaining 

three screws J and wing nuts H.     
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When assembling drawers with roller 

glides, assemble the sides of the drawer 

so the small wheels are toward the back 

of the drawer. The wheels drop into the 

openings in the rail mounted at the 

inside of the headboard and footboard.

Attach the drawer ends and the center 

partition to the drawer back; slide the 

bottom panels, making them run in the 

grooves, and when the insertion is 

complete, attach the front panel and 

tighten the fastenings.
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Drawer shown with drawer bottom placed upward

Casters

Drawer assemby

Place casters and inserts L in bottom of each 

leg, then very carefully place crib upright.

IMPORTANT: Don't strike the wheels! Place 

a piece of wood or something similar that 

will fit between the wheels, and gently tap 

with a hammer.
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